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Abstract 
 

As healthcare adopts electronic methods of storing patient health records, cloud technology 

allows mining and analysing this data and accessing the general public health information. 

Patient’s privacy and security of personal information is crucial when considering using 

electronic health records in the healthcare industry (E-Healthcare). The need of the hour is to be 

able to store and recover patient’s data efficiently. However, moving patient’s medical 

information to the Cloud involves major security risks and destructs robust data privacy of 

health records. The threatdata breaches and the need to manage huge amounts of data are issues 

that have affected the healthcare industry for years. The privacy issues and threats faced by E-

healthcare systems include network attacks and threats to hosts and unsanctioned access to EHR 

records. The major EHR system functions such as appointment scheduling, dietary planning, 

admission and discharge, transfer radiology/lab orders and prescription order entry are 

vulnerable to security threats. Security issues need to be assessed thoroughly in order for 

hospitals and other such medical institutions to shift to electronic standards of maintaining 

patient's data.  

 

Before moving to a cloud-based architecture, health organizations should perform a risk 

assessment. This will help to identify the security measures required to mitigate these risks. This 

approach provides a valid assessment of the security risk management procedure approved by 

field experts. It not only identifies threats to E-healthcare but also allows for a structured flow in 

risk management. The risk management process is documented and reported in an efficient and 

easy way for concerned stakeholders of the E-healthcare to understand. It will compare existing 

solutions on how to protect the confidentiality of patient information. Some of these methods 
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include implementation of a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model, digital encryption and 

signature for cloud security and EHR service continuity management. Moreover, it will consider 

security matters that CSP’s should look into while storing patient’s record. Ultimately, it will 

come up with the most suitable solution to make E-Healthcare systems more secure. In this 

paper, the focus will be on identifying security encounters that E-health systems face by 

discussing means in which these systems are susceptible to attacks. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The term e-Health is meant for communication, sharing and removal of health information. 

Some papers discuss how electronic health records indirectly influence HIT's, which stands for 

Healthcare Information Technology [1]. Stakeholders' expectations have changed with regard to 

how patient’s information should be processed and accessed [2]. EHR plays a major role in this 

context. Storing information on paper is highly inefficient and just increases storage and 

recovery complexity. Thus, EHR's should be used as they can be recovered anywhere, anytime 

[3]. 

 

EHR services are simplified with cloud computing services. Though cloud-based systems bring 

one of the most demanded things on the table, flexibility, there are still several areas of 

improvement. The reason cloud-based systems should be implemented is because any medical 

institution can share patient's information instantly amongst themselves, wherever they might be 

located. [4] The only precautions one must take into consideration when deploying a cloud-based 

is the privacy and security against threats. 

 

Maintaining online security is extremely important. Security administrators working in the IT 

department must be trained to be able to handle the kind of threats encountered. There is 

continuous growth of data breaches in healthcare over the last 2–3 years, which is the reason that 

prompted this research [5]. The existing methods and technology being used to solve cyber 
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security threats and crisis need to be analysed in detail. Attackers have widened their scope of 

attacks. The need for improvement of existing solutions and using latest and trending 

technologies to provide solutions that are more sophisticated would only be clearer after a proper 

analysis into this [6]; which this paper aims to provide. 

 

Cloud computing is defined as using resources over a secure network provided by a network 

service [7]. Users now have the capability to store, retrieve their data on the go, wherever they 

need to access it, if their service providers have that range. An organization called Cloud 

Security Alliance [8] mention several important threats and breaches of data to cloud platforms 

which miscreants target the most. 

Even with the various benefits of E-healthcare, the platforms vulnerability is primarily based on 

its usage. The discordancy between different databases remain a threat to assimilate records [9]. 

The majority of the population happens to be uneducated on privacy of medical records, and it is 

this lack of education that creates a flaw in the cloud-based design [10]. It is then up to the 

service providers to secure patient's data, as a vast majority would not be aware of their health 

records being tampered with and will easily become a victim of misuse of their private data [11]. 

Thus, securing cloud data is of utmost importance. 

 

To decide the future work and input required for E-healthcare security, a detailed analysis of 

existing methods is required. Through this paper, we aim to identify threats to healthcare online 

services by discussing the threats posed to them and we shall give our evaluation of existing 

methods to counter these attacks as well as our own solution if needed. After reviewing existing 

research, this paper seeks to discuss the most prominent security techniques for healthcare 

organizations. The intent is to identify the most efficient method as an opportunity for industry-

wide efforts to secure data for its patients. 
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2. Literature Review 

 
Author Method Advantages Disadvantages 

    

Tomines, A., 

Readhead, H., 

Readhead, A., & 

Teutsch, S. 

 

Discussion on how 

electronic health records 

indirectly influence 

HIT's, which stands for 

Healthcare Information 

Technology 

Gives a good 

idea about how 

EHR influence 

HIT 

No information 

regarding solution to 

overcome problems 

while applying EHR    

    

Evans, R. S.  Change in expectations 

regarding how patient’s 

information should be 

processed and accessed 

EHR is far 

better than 

storing 

information on 

paper  

security of EHR 

    

Sahama, T., Simpson, 

L., & Lane, B. 

Use of EHR EHR’s can be 

recovered 

anytime 

anywhere  

Many problems can be 

encountered while 

using EHR 

    

Menachemi, N., & 

Collum, T. H. 

Implementation of cloud-

based systems 

Cloud based 

systems allow 

easy sharing of 

patient’s 

information 

among medical 

institution 

Cloud-based system are 

prone to cyber attacks 

    

Thomson, L. L. Maintaining security in 

cloud-based systems 

Secure cloud-

based systems 

allow privacy 

of patient’s 

information 

Enhancements in 

security of cloud-based 

system on regular basis 

is must 

    

Martin, C., & Leurent, 

H. 

Detailed analysis of 

existing methods and 

technology being used to 

solve cyber security 

threats and crisis 

Current 

technology 

prevents 

hackers from 

stealing 

There is always a risk 

of new type of security 

threats and crisis 
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patient’s 

information 

    

Chen, D., & 

He, Y. 

Need for improvement of 

security systems in cloud 

storage 

Latest 

improvement 

in security 

protects the 

patient’s 

information 

even from new 

threats 

Different healthcare 

institutions have 

different budget 

regarding security of 

cloud-based system 

    

Prakash, C., & 

Dasgupta, S. 

 

Detailed information 

about Cloud Computing 

Bring 

flexibility  

Some solutions to 

overcome security 

related issues may not 

be feasible 

    

Rudin, R. S., & Bates, 

D. W. 

Important threats and 

breaches of data to cloud 

platforms  

 

Studying in 

detail about 

threats and 

breaches can 

help in 

reinforcing the 

cloud system 

Risk of unknown 

threats 

    

Habib, K., Torjusen, 

A., & Leister, W.  

Population’s 

unawareness regarding 

privacy of medical 

records, a flaw in cloud-

based design 

 

 

Some security 

measures can 

be taken 

without the 

patient’s 

consent 

Lack of awareness 

makes the population 

more prone to threats 

    

Piette JD, 

Mendoza-

Avelares MO, 

Ganser M, 

Mohamed M, 

Marinec N, 

Krishnan Sam 

J  

Implementation of cloud-

computing in 

underdeveloped countries 

Implementation 

of cloud 

systems will 

contribute to 

development of 

country in 

various field 

Implementation maybe 

costly or there maybe 

no use of implementing 

cloud system 
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3. Conclusion 
 

In this research paper, our aim was to identify the security threats to cloud-based EHR 

systems and propose viable solutions for the same. For this, we identified the major 

security risks to EHR, and shifting patient data to the cloud, which is one of the main 

reasons why people in the health field prefer not to shift data to the cloud. After this, we 

reviewed some existing solutions to these problems. Our first case study proposed a 

biometric system, which is mainly just identification and authorization. The second case 

study extended from the first one along with secure infrastructure and secure migration 

over the network, which includes using protocols such as FTP’s. we came to the 

consensus that none of the solutions were up to the mark. Last but not least, we came 

across a solution which proposed access control standards and data masking techniques. 

Although the above solutions we’re viable, none of them were fully sufficient when 

considering them individually. Hence, we proposed a collection of the above solutions 

to be implemented as a whole. This includes an RBAC model for access control, digital 

encryption techniques for security over cloud transfer and monitoring and auditing 

techniques discussed under EHR service continuity management. This solution should 

be sufficient to counter most threats and issues to Cloud-Based EHR Systems 
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